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Abstract
The purpose of the following dissertation is to study and design a complete project proposal for a
bridge. It is important to present a commercially competitive proposal and professionally similar
to what is currently done in the market. Initially, different bridge alternatives to implement in “Pont
du Tiguelet” (Fribourg canton, Switzerland) will be evaluated and a solution will be adopted.
The solution is then designed in accordance with the SIA norms. The design comprehends all of
the components which, typically, are part of a bridge (Bridge deck, Support System and
Foundation). It is presented in three different documents: Report, Design Calculations and
Technical Drawings.
The author’s aim is to provide a document for future students to use as a basis to fully understand
the necessary steps when designing a bridge. This may save them precious time. It is also a
personal wish to help other students and engineers to come, to develop better and more complete
bridge design dissertations.

Introduction
In the current world we live in, a great deal of effort is being put in trying to bring cultures
together by overcoming barriers (nature and man-made) and consequently embrace the
necessary multiculturalism in each society. This effort creates great value for the population with
innumerous advantages that come with it (Social, Financial). The bridge construction is one
form of achieving this goal. Particularly in Switzerland, where high mountains, beautiful lakes

and countless railways play a dominant role in the scenic landscapes. They also present
themselves as the main obstacles to overcome.
The Master’s thesis presented by the author comprises a concrete bridge project proposal with
all the required intermediary steps included. In this case, the obstacle to overcome are the
railways and a depot which is yet to be constructed.
The three documents presented complement themselves and resemble to the format the
engineering companies use nowadays to present the project proposals for contest. The
“Technical Report” comprises the methodology followed as well as the project solution, this
includes giving an insight into the main results and elements’ dimensions obtained while
designing. In this document, a critical analysis of the final solution is also performed. The “Design
Calculations” is where the required calculations, assumptions and models are explained. Lastly,
the “Technical Drawings”, where the elements designed are graphically presented and are ready
to be built.
The methodology followed will start with the determination of three possible alternatives according
to the specific restraints, and lately one of them will be carried out to be designed. The decision
on which option to follow will be made upon the criteria explained the report. In order to determine
which project alternatives would fit better, a detailed study of multiple bridges will be performed
to fully understand the behavior of each of them and the typical characteristics (slenderness,
cross section).
This document consists of a brief summary of the whole process.

Project description
The bridge is in the Fribourg canton, between the
municipalities of Givisiez and Belfaux. Named “Pont du
Tiguelet”, the bridge is responsible for connecting the
intersection of “Route de Belfaux” and “Route de Fribourg”
with “Route Jo Siffert” (roundabout). This is situated
between two hills on each side, with a valley in between.
The road project made by “CSD Ingénieurs bureau” for the
Fribourg canton, presents slight turn in plan for the final part
of the bridge (Figure 1). Longitudinally, the bridge presents
a slight depression which leads to an arch profile as seen in
Figure 1 - Road implantation - Plan View

figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Road longitudinal profile

Project constraints
There are two main constraints in this project:
-

Gabarit

-

Column implantation

Gabarit
The bridge will need to overcome the railway lines Fribourg-Payerne (CFF) and Fribourg-Morat
(TPF) as well as the future TPF train depot. From the layout (Figure 3), one can observe the main
restraint which concerns the available deck depth when crossing the railway. The most critical
happens when crossing the existing tracks. The maximum deck height plus pavement thickness
should be inferior to 1.17 meters, in this part of the bridge. This tolerance than increases to 1.73
meters over the train depot, which is yet to be built. It is possible, to lift the road layout by only a
few centimeters.

Figure 3 - Gabarit constraint
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Column implantation
According to the Gabarit provided in the project documents (Figure 8,9 and 10), it is completely
forbidden to have the surface of the column inside the 3-meter distance from the railway axis.
This condition also stipulates the necessity of designing the columns for collision forces if inside
a specific perimeter. This perimeter depends on the average speed of the train and if there is a
railroad switch/cross (“appareil de voie”) nearby.

In case the railway is destined for TPF trains , this distance is 5 meters ( 41< V(km/h) < 60).
For CFF trains the distance imposed is of 7 meters (61< V(km/h) < 120). For the train depot, the
distance considered is 4 meters, since the expected speeds are very low and track switches are
expected. It is important to mention these distances are measured from the axis of the railway
until the surface of the column.

Subtitle:
No construction allowed

Construction subjected
to train collision design

Project Alternatives
Figure 4 - Column implantations constraints

Girder Bridge
The first alternative chosen is a simple girder bridge supported in columns throughout the whole
bridge (Figure 5). The normal spans vary from 10 to 300 meters. The typical slenderness using
prestressed concrete are between L/20 – L/25. This is the logical first alternative due to its
simplicity as well as clear financial advantages when compared to bridges with superstructures.
A hand sketch (Figure 14) was drawn for a more detailed analysis (scale 1/500).
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Figure 5 - Pont du Tiguelet - Girder Bridge alternative (Hand Sketch)

The optimized span for this type of the bridge, achieving a uniformly looking bridge, is 30 m (h
=1.5 – 1.2). Overcoming the railway meant having to modify the optimized solution, with a 39.0
m span. The edge spans correspond to 0.83L of the main span (0.82 x 30 = 25 m).

Bowstring Bridge
A bowstring can normally achieve long spans, up to 300 meters. The load is suspended in
tension by the hangers to the arch which in compression ultimately discharges in the supports.
To equilibrate the inclined compressive force from the arch, the deck must be in tension.
The proposed solution is a mixed solution between a Bowstring and a simple girder bridge
(Figure 20). The superstructure is necessary where the deck depth has the highest constraint
and where the columns implantation is harder. The rest of the bridge is a concrete girder bridge
to make the project financially competitive. The main span equals to 80 meter, overcoming both
the railways as well as the train depot. The remaining spans are 30-meter long, apart from the
extremities (25 meters). The arch rises 13 meters (L/6).

Figure 6 - Pont du Tiguelet - Bowstring Bridge alternative (Hand Sketch)

The cross-section is a girder, with two beams. The dimensions can only be given after
designing it with the resulting efforts. Many factors may influence the cross-section, both
structural (necessary reinforcement) and constructive(anchorage space). In these first sketches,
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the preliminary dimensions fulfil the commonly used slenderness previously presented.
However, these values may need to be changed throughout the design.

Extradosed Bridge
It is a common bridge in Switzerland (e.g. Sunniberg bridge), with a maximum span of 275
meters (Kiso Gawa, Japan) know to date. These bridges are characterized by a tower height
above the deck with 1/15 - 1/8 ratio of of the span’s length (L), as opposed to 1/5 – 1/4 of
normal Cable-stayed bridges. This reduction height provides stiffer tower, which ultimately
increase the total bridge stiffness. This allows a slender cross-section when compared to girder
bridges. The normal slenderness for this type of bridges are L/50 – L/30 as opposed to L/25 –
L/20 of prestressed girder bridges.

Figure 7 - Pont du Tiguelet - Extradosed Bridge alternative (Hand Sketch)

The proposed alternative has a 50-meter main span, with towers rising 6.25 meters above the
deck. The remaining spans are equal to the previous alternatives.

Project
The alternative chosen was the Bowstring bridge. The criteria behind this choice is detailedly
explained in the report. A maquette was done to attest the bridge visual feasibility.
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Figure 8 - Bowstring maquette

In the author’s opinion, it is imperative to aim for the most competitive project. This means,
decisions will be made to facilitate the construction, design and material savings, implying
consequently financial advantages

Longitudinal system
The final solution is represented longitudinally in figure 9.

Figure 9 - Longitudinal system with crytical sections

The solution obtained (Figure 29) was a 280-meter-long bridge with a main span of 80 meters
(Tied Arch span). The remaining spans are 5 spans of 30 meters and 2 spans of 25 meters. The
arch rises 13 meters (»L/6) from the bridge deck. The sections represented in red dots correspond
to the critical sections used for design purposes.

Cross-section
The project given by the owner of the construction presents a 10.3-meter wide section. However,
due to the supporting system chosen for the bridge (Bowstring), the width had to be increased to
12.0 meters (section A). To make the most commercially competitive project, this increase is only
done when strictly necessary. The remaining of the bridge presents a 10.3-meter wide crosssection (section D). This also allows to reduce the weight of the structure.
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Figure 10 - Cross-section A

Figure 11 - Cross-section D

The box girder section is not adequate for the limitations of the bridge (hmáx = 1.16 m), since
constructively it is hard to build a box girder with a depth inferior to 2 metersFrom this point two
options should be considered: Full section or Girder section. The full section means an increased
weight if both are compared. However, a girder section for curved bridges with torsion, implies
being careful while designing it. The turning curvature is not significant, so this problem is avoided.

Arch
2

The final arch cross-section was a rectangle of 0.9 x 1 m (Figure 34).

Figure 12 - Arch cross-section

The section of the arch is critically conditioned by the stability conditions. The absence of bracing
between both arches worsens this issue. To evaluate the structure stability, a buckling analysis
was performed in Robot structural.
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Hangers
The adopted solution are 4 x FLC 28 (“full locked coil”) cables in each hanger (Figure 46). These
cables are protected individually by an HDPE sheath and in the end another HDPE sheath covers
all of them. The criterion to determine the prestress in the cable is to guarantee an almost zero
deflection for permanent loads.

Figure 13 - FLC cable

Columns
The bridge profile is characterized by short columns. It is also important to keep in mind this is a
floating bridge, where the horizontal stiffness is only provided by the columns

Figure 14 - Column cross-section

Due to the relatively short length, in order to decrease even more the design efforts, the
combinations fixed-pinned and fixed-movable for the static system are used. These pinned
connections are made with VF1300-130, fixed type (hinge) and unidirectional type (movable
bearing). For the remaining connections the main criteria was to reduce the number of bearings
as much as possible.
After the static system is defined, it was now possible to design the reinforcement. For this it is
necessary to determine the design efforts for both ULS and SLS.
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Conclusion
The bridge deck cross-section obtained for the remaining of the bridge (Bowstring span
excluded) is the optimal solution. The slenderness is chosen according to the values used in the
bridge construction market, these days. When analyzing the Bowstring span, the conclusion is
different. The solution obtained may be considered overly stiff which can be attested by the
fatigue verifications and even the displacements obtained.
The arch presents a slender cross-section. Despite of being made of concrete, the solution
obtained is slender and fits the overall profile of the bridge. This is particularly important to achieve
considering the absence of bracing which increases the stability problems of such arch.
The hangers, specifically important for the SLS verification present a slim cross-section with
enough redundancy to prevent any accident from happening.
The columns designed have a reinforcement and cross-sectional design close to the optimal in
the most critical columns. The design axial load maximizes the bending resistance of the column.
Another benefit resultant from the design is the low longitudinal stiffness which reduces
significantly the design efforts. A detail to be studied in the future is the monolithic connection
between the beams and columns.
The overall conclusion of the project presented is performed. The solution obtained is a
structurally efficient bridge which suits perfectly the location where it is inserted but most
importantly the cultural influence from the region. Moreover, the dimensions obtained for the
various elements are very pleasing and provide a satisfying transparency. The aesthetics are
therefore one of its main advantages and should be highlighted.
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1. Design
SIA norms (2003 and 2013) - SIA
“Disposition d’execution de l’ordonnace sur les chemins de fer”– Le Départment Fédéral de
l’Environment, des Transports, de l’Énergie et de la Communication, 2016.
Détails de construction de ponts - Le Départment Fédéral de l’Environment, des Transports, de
l’Énergie et de la Communication, Office Fédéral des Routes (OFFROU), 2009.
Dispositifs de retenue de véhicules - Le Départment Fédéral de l’Environment, des Transports,
de l’Énergie et de la Communication, Office Fédéral des Routes (OFFROU), 2013.
SN 640 651 – Association Suisse des professionels de la route et des transports, 2005.
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2. Commercial Products
Hangers: Redaelli FLC 28 – Catalog :
http://www.redaelli.com/fileadmin/documents/Cataloghi/Redaelli_for_Engineering.pdf - page
117.
POT bearings: FIP industrial Vasoflon bearing 130 – 13, fixed and/or unidirectional type
Catalog: http://www.fipindustriale.it/index.php?area=106&menu=30&lingua=1
Expansion Joints : Granor SFEJ 200 A – Catalog:
http://granor.com.au/uploads/products/expansionlarge/GRANOR_ETIC__SFEJ_Steel_Finger_Expansion_Joint.pdf
Anchorage : VSL Anchorage Type Gc 6-19 C40/50 spiral reinforcement :
https://goo.gl/2VbCLc - VSL Strand post-tensioning systems page 20.
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